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Abstract 11 

The interplay between mechanical stresses and electrochemical reactions may lead to stress 12 

corrosion cracking or hydrogen embrittlement for many materials. In this work, the effect of 13 

the tensile stress on the electrochemical properties of AISI 304 stainless steel was studied 14 

using scanning Kelvin probe (SKP) in air and scanning electrochemical microscopy (SECM) 15 

in an aqueous 0.5 M Na2SO4 electrolyte. The measurements were performed under load- and 16 

load-free conditions. 17 

No influence of the elastic stress on the electrochemical potential of the steel was found. In 18 

contrast, the plastic strain induces dislocations and dislocation pile-ups, which emerge to the 19 

surface. The formation of new active surfaces is accompanied by an increase in the roughness 20 

and a 150-200 mV decrease in the steel potential. After activation, the potential increased due 21 

to passivation of the emerging surfaces by a newly grown oxide film, which took place under 22 

both the load and load-free conditions and followed a time dependence of 𝞿 = A log t + B. 23 

Formation and then passivation of the new surfaces increased and then decreased the 24 

reduction current of the mediator in the SECM measurements. The effect of residual stress 25 

stored in the steel due to the development of dislocations on the reactivity of the re-passivated 26 

surface was investigated. 27 

28 

Keywords: Scanning Kelvin probe, Scanning electrochemical microscopy, Stainless Steel, 29 

Passivity breakdown, Tensile stress. 30 

31 

1. Introduction32 

The passivity and stability of passive oxide films play important roles in the susceptibility of 33 

stainless steels to local corrosion phenomena such as pitting and stress corrosion cracking 34 

(SCC). The breakdown of the passive film by either mechanical or chemical factors is one of 35 

the important issues in the theory and understanding of SCC. According to the slip–36 

dissolution model, cracks develop due to cycling processes resulting in successive active film 37 

rupture and dissolution and film repassivation processes. The film rupturing occurs due to the 38 

application of tensile stress generated by mechanical loading of the bulk of the material [1]. 39 

In addition, breakdown of the passive film can result from the migration of dislocations and 40 

dislocation pile-ups to the metal surface [2]. The strain rate and the surface repassivation rate 41 

inside the crack are key factors in the propagation of SCC [3-6]. Metallic structures are often 42 

working under an elastic stress load. The impact of elastic stress and plastic deformation on 43 

electrochemical properties is worth studying in detail. 44 



Plastic deformation significantly increases the anodic dissolution rates of many metals when 45 

compared with the influence of elastic deformation [7]. The dissolution rate shows a marked 46 

rise at the beginning of the plastic region, whereas an increase in sample elongation leads to 47 

an asymptotic value for the dissolution rate. Plastic deformation increases the surface 48 

roughness and creates slip edges and dislocations, which contributed to and accelerate the 49 

anodic dissolution of the metal [7]. The effect of yielding on the anodic dissolution has been 50 

observed for stainless steel and was explained by Gutman using a thermodynamic approach 51 

[8, 9]. Selective slip dissolution is the result of a local excess in the Gibbs potential of an 52 

elastic stress field at the dislocation and slip bands [9]. Additionally, Sahal et al. [10] and 53 

Saito and Kuniya [11] showed that the dissolution rate of Ni in an acidic electrolyte is 54 

proportional to the dislocation density created by the plastic strain. Thus, the surface 55 

roughness associated with the emergence of slip bands accelerated the dissolution process 56 

[12]. 57 

Surface passivation is a competitive process for mechanical activation in the stress field. To 58 

describe the kinetics of passivation, scratched or abraded electrodes of different types of steel 59 

have been used in aqueous electrolytes following a technique developed by Burstein [13]. 60 

After mechanical removal of the surface oxide, rapid repassivation can be observed with 61 

currents reaching 10 A/cm
2
 for AISI 304 steel. The rate of film growth has been shown to be62 

controlled by a high-field ion conduction mechanism. For stainless steel, the first step of 63 

oxide film formation is oxygen adsorption. Thickening then occurs by migration of metal 64 

cations, oxide anions, or their vacancies under the influence of an electric field [14]. Thus, 65 

according to the field assisted ion migration theory, film growth is limited by ion migration, 66 

which is driven by the electric field in the oxide, and the growth of the film decreases the 67 

electric field, thus reducing the growth rate. Normally, the repassivation kinetics of AISI 304 68 

austenitic steel follow the relation i = K · t
b
. Here, b characterizes the ability of the surface to69 

passivate [14], and the thickness of an oxide film (L) can be obtained through integration of 70 

the current decay during passivation at a fixed potential according to equation 1: 71 

72 

 L= A log(t) + const.       Eq. 1 

73 

On the other hand, the Cabrera–Mott theory for the growth of a passive film predicts that the 74 

inverse of the oxide thickness varies logarithmically with time, as given in equation 2 [15]: 75 

76 

1/L = B log (t) + const. Eq. 2, 

where A and B are constants and t is the time of passivation. 77 

Plastic deformation of stainless steel may modify the passive oxide film [16-20] and the alloy 78 

bulk [21-24]. It has even been shown that elastic deformation due to local microplasticity can 79 

produce microcracks in the passive film and accelerate dissolution [16]. Plastic deformation 80 

of austenitic stainless steels leads to the formation of -martensite, which decreases the 81 

ability of the steel to passivate [21-23]. Martensite has been found in deformed areas, where 82 

slip planes had intercepted the passive film and a large number of dislocations were 83 

concentrated. A less protective passive film is the result of cold work, which has been 84 

attributed to the presence of defects such as dislocation pile–ups at the grain boundaries [21]. 85 

From the point of view of Y. Boudinar et al., steel hardening, residual back stress, 86 

dislocations and slip bands enhance the surface reactivity and kinetics of anodic dissolution 87 

[24]. 88 

The properties of stressed surfaces have been investigated using classical electrochemical 89 

techniques, such as measurement of the open circuit potential (OCP), DC polarization 90 

techniques and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS). Normally, tensile deformation 91 



decreases OCP and the modulus of the impedance of steel. However, the data obtained using 92 

these global measurements were averaged over the entire surface area exposed to the 93 

electrolyte, which makes difficult to associate any variations in the results to breaks in the 94 

oxide film, pitting formation, and the emergence of dislocation or slip bands. However, local 95 

electrochemical microprobe techniques can be used to correlate the surface heterogeneities 96 

(phases, grains, inclusions, etc.) to the electrochemical processes at the microscale. Thus, 97 

local electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (LEIS) [25], scanning electrochemical 98 

microscopy (SECM) [26-28], and scanning Kelvin probe (SKP) [25, 29, 30] provide efficient 99 

ways to characterize the surface reactivity due to plastic deformation. Using SECM in the 100 

electrolyte, it has been found that the rate of electron transfer from the steel surface (oxide 101 

film) to a molecule of the redox mediator decreased with increasing of strain [26]. This 102 

unusual result indicated the inhibiting influence of the tensile strain on the rates of 103 

electrochemical processes. However, this effect was also in line with an SECM study [27] 104 

that showed elastic stress applied to stainless steel electrodes slightly decreased the surface 105 

electrochemical activity. Conversely, an SECM study of a notched sample [28] noted that 106 

residual plastic stress increased the electrochemical activity. Thus, SECM studies have shown 107 

conflicting results regarding the effect of stress on the reactivity of a stainless steel surface. 108 

SKP mapping of the Volta potential in air has been useful for finding the electrochemical 109 

heterogeneity above stressed stainless steel electrodes [25, 29, 30]. Thus, the application of 110 

the tensile and compressive stresses locally decreased the Volta potential of 301LN austenitic 111 

steel because the plastic deformation creates dislocations and dislocation slips that break 112 

down the oxide film. 113 

Thus, only a small number of studies have used local electrochemical techniques to study 114 

stressed steel surfaces, whereas these surfaces play significant roles in phenomena such as 115 

stress corrosion cracking. The present study reports the effect of tensile stress on the 116 

electrochemical properties of AISI 304 steel surfaces. SKP and SECM were applied to study 117 

the electrodes either in air or in electrolytic environments. The potential variations in air due 118 

to stress constraints were compared with open circuit potential (OCP) transients measured in 119 

a non-aggressive aqueous Na2SO4 electrolyte. The potential measurements provide 120 

information regarding the steel passivation and possible electrochemical reactions occurring 121 

at specific locations. SECM allowed us to determine the rate of electron transfer and the local 122 

reactivity of the strained surface in an aqueous electrolyte. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 123 

(XPS) was employed to characterize the effect of stress on the composition of the oxide film. 124 

125 

2. Experimental126 

2.1 Materials and mechanical properties of the samples 127 

The composition of the AISI 304Lstainless steel used in this study is reported in Table 1. The 128 

initial grain sizes were in the range of 10-20 m. A thermomechanical treatment was used to 129 

increase the grain sizes to the range of 50 to 80 µm, and the final microstructure of the 130 

surface is shown in Figure 1.  For this, the samples were tensile pre-strained at 30%, heated at 131 

1030°C for 20 min under argon gas flux and cooled in air. Prior to the heat treatment, the 132 

samples were mechanically ground with 4000 grit SiC paper. After the heat treatment, 133 

grinding was used to remove the oxide layer. Finally, fine polishing was performed using 1 134 

µm diamond paste. The samples were degreased in ethanol, rinsed in deionized water and 135 

stored in dry air. It was previously found [29] that the potential of steel significantly depends 136 

on the conditions of the oxide film. To obtain more uniform surface oxide films, the samples 137 

were heat treated at 100°C for 1 h. 138 
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Tensile samples were prepared from a 0.5 mm thick plate that was machined to obtain 

samples compatible with both the local probe techniques used and the in situ tensile setup. A 

schematic representation of the samples is shown in Figure 2. This specific shape was 

selected to obtain stress/strain gradient in the diminution area of the sample. The initial gauge 

length of the specimen was 10 mm. Local measurements were performed over the gauge 

section of the sample, which is the location with the maximum stress and strain, and over the 

surrounding diminution areas of the sample. The mechanical properties were determined by 

tensile testing of flat samples (Figure 2. a) with a strain rate of 0.0067 s
-1 using a hydraulic 

tensile testing machine (HC25 from Zwick). Figure 2. b shows a representative stress-strain-

load relationship for a sample. The yield strength (YS) was evaluated at 300 MPa, 

corresponding to 1.5 kN. The ultimate tensile strength (UTS) was 650 MPa with an 

experimental load of 3.25 kN. The elongation to failure was in the range of 46-48%.  

To evaluate the local plastic strain and stress, calculations were performed by finite elements 

modeling with ABAQUS software using the tensile properties of the steel. An example of a 

local strain distribution in a tensile sample for an imposed total displacement of 6 mm is 

shown in Figure 2. c. In this figure, the indicated values of 12.1 and 43 mm are set to show 

the spreading of the plastic deformation over the gauge section of the specimen, which was 

initially 10 mm long. Indeed, some non-negligible plastic deformation was found up to 21.5 

mm from the center of the specimen. The deformation in the gauge section was 

approximately 27% in this case corresponding to a plastic of 0.267. Based on these 

simulations, the extent of the plastic strain over the sample can be estimated. To compare the 

experimental data and simulation results, the total elongation of the tensile sample and the 

applied load were used as entry data for simulations. 

To apply the load during the SKP and SECM measurements, a constant load cell was used. 

After mounting the sample on the setup, a load gauge was installed either in the SKP chamber 

or on the moving table of the SECM instrument. A detailed description of the setup has 

previously been reported [25, 29]. A load gauge and “Mitutoyo” digital caliper were used to 

control the load and elongation, respectively. 

2.2 Scanning Kelvin probe 

SKP is a non–invasive technique that measures the contact potential difference between a 

working electrode (i.e., the AISI 304) and a vibrating reference electrode (CrNi alloy needle). 

In air, the two surfaces are separated to create a capacitor in which, due to the vibration and 

the variation of the distance, an AC current is generated. The current amplitude is 

proportional to the contact potential difference between the two electrodes. The potential of 

the probe is calibrated, which makes it possible to determine the potential of the working 

electrode relative to that of the reference. Thus, SKP is able to either determine the surface 

distribution of the Volta potential or monitor the Volta potential at a single point above the 

surface. Details and the theory of SKP can be found in the literature [31]. 

In this study, a height–controlled SKP instrument from Wicinski & Wicinski GbR was used. 

The reference electrode was a needle with a tip diameter of 100 µm, and the distance to the 

working electrode surface was approximately 50 µm. Surface contour mapping (topographic 

profile) was performed simultaneously with the potential mapping. Prior to the measurement, 

the potential of the probe was calibrated relative to that of a Cu/CuSO4 electrode, but all 

potentials are given versus the standard hydrogen electrode (SHE). The measurements were 

performed in ambient air at 50-60% RH. 184 



SKP measures the Volta potential that, after calibration using a reference reversible electrode, 185 

corresponds to the electrochemical potential [31, 32]. In dry air conditions, the measurement 186 

relates to the potential of steel in the passive state. The potential is controlled by the redox 187 

potential of the surface species [31]. In air, the steel is covered by an oxide film, maintaining 188 

passive conditions. The thickness of the oxide film influences the Volta potential [29]. The 189 

formation or failure of the passive film significantly changes the steel potential as measured 190 

by SKP [29]. We can expect SKP to measure the potential drop (𝑋𝑤) across the oxide film191 

and in the Helmholtz layer of the molecules adsorbed from the air (Eq. 3). 192 

193 

𝑋𝑤 =
𝜇𝑜𝑥 − 𝜇𝑒

𝑒
+ 𝐹𝑏 + 𝛽𝑜𝑥 𝑎𝑖𝑟⁄ (Eq.3) 
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The first term is the contact potential difference between the bulk alloy and oxide film, which 

relates to the difference in the corresponding Fermi levels of the electrons in the metal (μe) 

and in the oxide (μox), e- is the elementary charge. The second potential drop (𝐹𝑏) relates to 
the adsorption of environmental components (molecules of oxygen, water, etc.), which alters 

the conduction and valence bands in the semiconducting oxide film. The electric charges in 

the oxide are compensated for by the charges of the adsorbed species (e.g., O2
-
 ions), creating 

a potential drop (𝛽𝑜𝑥⁄𝑎𝑖𝑟).

2.3 Scanning electrochemical microscopy (SECM) 

SECM was used to measure the effect of stress on the local electrochemical reactivity of the 

steel surface in an aqueous electrolyte (0.5 M Na2SO4) in the presence of a redox mediator 

(either 10 mM K3(Fe(CN)6) or 1 mM ferrocene methanol). The measurements were 

performed in a 4-electrode electrochemical cell (using a Pt-grid counter electrode and a 

saturated calomel reference electrode). The cell was attached to the surface of the gauge 

section of the tensile sample using O-rings. The area of the sample exposed to the electrolyte 

was 0.35 cm
2
, and the volume of the aqueous electrolyte in the cell was approximately 10

cm
3
.

The radius of the platinum microelectrode was 12.5 µm. SECM approach curves were 

performed to position the Pt microelectrode at a controlled distance from the sample. The 

electrolyte resistance was simultaneously monitored with the local current. As such, the 

current variation gives information about the surface reactivity whereas the electrolyte 

resistance gives information about the topography. The size of the scanned area was 500 x 

500 µm
2
 at a scan rate of 10 µm/s. This value was selected as a tradeoff value between the 

experiment duration (about 40 min. per map) and minimizing the risk of crashing the tip into 

the working electrode surface. All the experiments were performed at least 2 or 3 times at 

different locations above the sample. 

2.4 XPS analysis 

X-ray photoelectron spectrometry (XPS, Kratos Axis Ultra DLD) was used to investigate the 
effect of plastic strain on the passive layer of 304L stainless steel. Specific samples were 
prepared from 20 mm width and 0.5 mm thick strips. An unstrained reference sample and a 
sample strained at 20% plastic deformation were investigated using angular analysis at 0°, 
30° and 60°. High-resolution spectra were obtained for the Fe, Cr, O and C elements. From 
the relative intensities of the Cr and Fe oxides and their corresponding metallic peaks, the 
thickness of the passive layer was evaluated by considering a bilayer, with a Cr2O3 inner 
layer and a Fe2O3 outer layer. Physical data were obtained from the literature [33]. The229 



spectrum of the O element was de-convoluted to evaluate the relative amounts of -O2, -OH 230 

and H2O bonding. 231 
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2.5 3D Optical profiling for surface topography visualization 

Plastic deformation creates dislocations and dislocation pile-ups. To evaluate the effect of 

stress on the surface roughness, a light profiler (Veeco/Wyko NT1100) was used. The 

technique is based on using light interferometry to obtain high-resolution 3D surface images. 

3. Experimental Results

3.1 Effect of tensile stress on the potential of 304 stainless steel. 

SKP was used to find the effect of stress on the electrochemical potential of steel at the center 

of the specimen including the gauge section and the surrounding area of the tensile sample as 

shown in Figure 2.a. The initial potential distribution across the gauge section was constant at 

ca. 370 ±5 mV vs. SHE. Figure 3 shows the distribution of the potential after application of a 

350 MPa tensile load, corresponding to approximately 3% of deformation in the gauge 

section. As shown in the stress-strain dependence graph (Figure 2.b), this load corresponds to 

the beginning of the plastic deformation range. The stress decreases the potential at all 

measured areas (corresponding to a length of 30 mm). However, at the center of the gauge 

section, the potential was more negative than at the other measurement locations, which is in 

good agreement with the stress distribution model depicted in Figure 2.c. When the sample 

was exposed to the load for 5 h, the potential at all points along the sample increased by 20 

mV (Figure 3.b). However, removing the load and performing the potential measurement at 

the rest does not change the potential profile, as shown in Figure 3.c. Loading to yield sets the 

elastic stress, whereas unloading removes the elastic stress. Because unloading does not 

change the electrochemical potential, it is assumed that the elastic stress has no influence on 

the thermodynamics of the electrode. The measurement was repeated 24 h after unloading, 

and the potential above all the surfaces increased by 10-20 mV (Figure 3.d). 

The stress and stain distributions in the sample were modeled using the same deformation of 

3%. The plastic strain profile is shown in Figure 3.a. The plastic strain was mainly 

concentrated at the center of the sample in the gauge section but also spread out from this 

area. At this elongation, plastic strain existed up to 10 mm from the center of the sample with 

a steep gradient moving outwards from the gauge section. 

A higher load (2.7 kN – 540 MPa) was applied to a tensile sample, reaching a deformation of 

20% in the gauge section, and the potential distribution presented in Figure 4 shows that the 

length of the stress-affected area was approximately 35 mm. A similar length was determined 

using the model presented in Figure 2.c. The initial potential profile was constant at 0.38 V 

vs. SHE, and due to the strain, the central area and the edges of the affected zone were 

characterized by lower potentials of 0.2 - 0.16 V vs. SHE. Thus, the plastic deformation 

decreased the potential of AISI 304 steel by about 180-220 mV, which is in agreement with 

the effect reported for 301LN stainless steel [25, 29]. 

The profile presented in Figure 4.b was measured after unloading and exposure to ambient 

air. The potential in the gauge section increased to 0.32 V vs. SHE and corresponded to the 

presence of residual stress, which can be ascribed to the dislocation field. Thus, it is possible 

to conclude that plastic deformation initially decreased the potential and then subsequently 273 



increased the potential. It can be assumed that the decrease in the potential was linked to the 274 
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emergence of new strain-induced surfaces (dislocations) [25, 29]. The increase in potential 

was related to the passivation of the newly formed metallic surfaces. 

The impact of the tensile stress on the potential in the center of the gauge section was 

measured as a function of the load (Figures 5 and 6). At 220 MPa, corresponding to 0.33 % of 

strain, in the elastic domain, no effect of the load on the potential was observed. However, 

further increasing the load in the plastic deformation domain proportionally decreased the in 

situ potential of the surface measured under loading (Figures 5.a, c and Figure 6.a). The 

potential in Figures 5.a, c varies over a range from 7 to 10 mV, which is close to the noise 

level. Thus, the potential was relatively uniformly distributed without forming any ordered 

structures (taking into account a spatial resolution limit of 70-100 m for the SKP 

instrument). However, the plastic stress creates dislocations that increase the surface 

roughness Figures 5.b, d (Table 2). 

The graph presented in Figure 6.a shows that at lower loads, the potential decreased 

proportionally with the strain, and for larger elongations, the potential approaches a limit 

value of approximately 0.14 V vs. SHE. The graph contains the data for the maximal and 

minimal potentials measured in each map. After the profile measurements (Figure 5), the SKP 

tip was positioned above the surface to monitor possible changes in the potential (Figure 6.b). 

The evolution of the potential over 1000 s under a constant applied load shows that the=

potential slowly increased during exposure in air, which can be ascribed to the passivation of=

the newly formed surface.

The passivation process in air at 60% RH for a pre-strained sample was monitored for a 

longer period of time (i.e., 19 h, as shown in Figure 7). The potential variations were modeled 

using a regression function, 𝞿 = A log (t) + const, which can mimic equation 1 related time-

dependent growth of the oxide film. In Figure 7, regression line 2 shows that the experimental 

dependence can be described by a logarithmic function. Coefficient A relates to the rate of 

passivation, and R is a regression coefficient (Table 3). A small amount of strain shows a low 

rate of passivation that then increases for higher loads. The probe is localized above a surface 

containing unaffected passive areas and the newly formed low-potential surfaces of the 

emerged dislocations. At low loads, the potential is averaged over the active and passive 

locations. At high loads, all the surfaces in the gauge section are relatively active. In this case, 

the probe monitors the passivation kinetics, which is nearly logarithmic (Table 3). Thus, the 

coefficient A depends on the ratio of active to passive surfaces, whereas the rate of 

passivation for a single dislocation must be determined using high spatial resolution 

electrochemical measurements.  

To evaluate the effect of the elastic stress, the SKP maps were measured for the pre-strained 

gauge section (20% straining) under loading and load-free conditions (Figure 8.a, b). 

Unloading does not change the potential. This is in agreement with results obtained for low 

strains (Figure 3.b, c). Thus, it can be assumed that the potential of the strained surface is 

mainly determined by the density of the emerging dislocations and by their passivation due to 

coming into contact with air. 314 

These results show that the emerged dislocations could be passivated either under an applied 315 

load or at the rest condition. The elastic stress has no influence on the potential of the 316 

plastically strained surface. However, it can increase the distance between surface atoms, 317 

which will affect the surface reactivity, i.e., on the oxygen adsorption and the formation of 318 

the surface oxide film. Thus, it is important to compare the rates of passivation and the 319 

reactivity of the strained surfaces under loading and at rest. To determine the effect of loading 320 



on the rate of passivation, the tensile sample was strained at 20%. Figure 9.a shows the 321 

monitored potential in the center of the gauge section after application of the strain (1
st
 cycle). 322 

After 2400 s, the sample was unloaded, and the potential was monitored at the same location 323 

(unloaded, 2
nd

 cycle). Figure 9.a shows that the curves of the first and the second cycles are 324 

parallel, indicating similar rates of steel passivation under the elastic stress and at rest. Figure 325 

326 

327 

328 

329 

9.b compares the passivation curves obtained from two different samples after straining up to 
20% in the gauge section. In one sample, the potential was monitored under loading, and in 
the second sample, the potential was monitored at rest. Both curves approach the potential 
measured before the stress was applied (Figure 9.b, curve 1). The experimental results show 
similar rates of passivation without significant influence from the applied elastic stress.330 

The surface of AISI 304 was pre-ground by using 4000 grit emery paper and then rinsed in 331 

ethanol. The potential above the steel was monitored 5 min after the surface treatment. Figure 332 

10 compares the transient potentials after grinding and after straining at 15%. For the 333 

prestrained surface, potential monitoring was carried out under load-free conditions. Grinding 334 

produced a small amount of compressive stress without the emergence of dislocations [16]. In 335 

the case of plastic deformation, dislocations participate in passivation, and the potential was 336 

mainly determined by the dislocation density. The potential monitoring (Figure 10) shows the 337 

qualitative similarity of steel surface passivation after either straining or grinding. 338 

339 

3.2 Straining of an AISI 304 tensile sample in an aqueous electrolyte 340 

The effect of tensile stress on the OCP was measured by a saturated calomel reference 341 

electrode in an aqueous 0.5 M Na2SO4 electrolyte. For this purpose, a small electrochemical 342 

cell was attached to the gauge section of a tensile sample using a rubber O-ring. Figure 11 343 

shows the OCP response after straining at 10% of plastic strain. The application of stress 344 

decreased the OCP by 150-200 mV, and then the potential increased due to passivation of the 345 

newly formed surfaces. The same sample was strained by an additional 10% of plastic strain, 346 

and a similar decrease in the OCP was obtained, followed by a slow increase. Thus, the 347 

influence of plastic deformation on the potential in an aqueous electrolyte compared 348 

favorably to the SKP results obtained in air (Figure 7, 10). Another sample was directly 349 

strained at 20% of plastic strain, and the passivation was monitored, as illustrated in Figure 350 

11.b. The resulting passivation curve in the electrolyte could be fit with a logarithmic351 

regression with a coefficient A equal to 0.03 (Table 3). The passivation curve in an aqueous352 

electrolyte was also measured after grinding a steel electrode, which gave a similar353 

passivation curve. Thus, the effects of stress on surface activation and subsequent passivation354 

in an aqueous electrolyte are similar to those observed under ambient air conditions. These355 

data are in agreement with previously reported OCP measurements performed on AISI 305356 

steel in a NaCl electrolyte [18].357 

358 

3.3 SECM study of the passivation of AISI 304 steel 359 

The effect of the tensile strain on the local electrochemical reactivity was studied in the same 360 

0.5 M Na2SO4 aqueous electrolyte. SECM was used to assess the passivation of the emerging 361 

dislocations under loading (Figure 12). 362 

Figure 13 shows the logarithmic scale time dependencies for the mediator reduction currents 363 

(measured at the open circuit potential). The rates of passivation (slopes of the straight lines) 364 

are the same for strains of 5% and 8%. On the other hand, an increase in the strain is 365 



accompanied by an increase in the tip current, which was attributed to an increase in the 366 

density of dislocations emerging from the surface. Thus, the rate of passivation as a function 367 

of the plastic deformation can be determined. These results show that after the application of 368 

a plastic deformation, the steel becomes more active (from an electrochemical point of view), 369 

and passivation upon exposure to air or in an inert aqueous electrolyte is a relatively long-370 

term process. 371 

3.4 SKP and SECM studies of surfaces containing residual stress. 372 

Plastic deformation often occurs during the production of steel. The deformation results in a 373 

high defect density in the matrix, resulting in a less protective passive film [18, 22]. Thus, it 374 

was reasonable to use SKP and SECM to study the surface of AISI 304 samples containing 375 

residual stress. Figure 14.a shows the potential profile after applying 20% elongation using a 376 

tensile machine followed by exposure to dry air for two weeks. We assumed that after this 377 

time, the surface of the steel sample was close to the steady-state conditions. The left side of 378 

the sample was under elastic stress and thus has no additional dislocations and can be 379 

considered a reference. The right side of the samples was plastically deformed (Figure 14.a). 380 

The gauge section (right side) showed a potential that was 30-40 mV lower than that of the 381 

reference side. 382 

The same sample was slightly ground using 4000 grit emery paper, rinsed and then exposed 383 

to dry air for 2 weeks. The potential map presented in Figure 14.b shows that the substrate 384 

containing residual stress (dislocations) was covered by an oxide film with a low potential. 385 

Thus, a surface containing dislocations is able to re-passivate, but the oxide film shows 386 

different properties than those of the reference material (i.e., the sample without residual 387 

stress). This can be explained as a result of an increase in the density of defects and changes 388 

in either the conducting properties of the oxide film, its thickness or its composition. In fact, 389 

grinding can add additional compressive or shear stress [16]. It can complicate the final 390 

distribution of residual stress and potential. Thus, more studies in this field is required.  391 

After pre-straining the samples at different levels using a straining technique (see the 392 

Experimental Section), they were exposed to dry air in a desiccator to stabilize the potential 393 

and passivate the surface. The surfaces were then characterized by SECM and SKP to 394 

evaluate the changes in their surface reactivity (Figure 15). SECM was performed using 395 

ferrocene methanol as a redox mediator in an aqueous Na2SO4 (0.5 M) electrolyte to study 396 

the reactivity of the surfaces as a function of the strain. The current variations (Figures 15.c 397 

and e) indicate that the reactivity of the surfaces increase with increasing levels of applied 398 

strain and, correspondingly, with increasing amounts of dislocations and residual stress. 399 

Additionally, the SECM images show that even if the overall reactivity increases with 400 

increasing loads, the reactivity is no longer homogeneous for loads corresponding to 20% and 401 

30% deformations. 402 

The SECM data are in good agreement with the SKP results (Figure 15.d, f), in which island-403 

like structures were also found. However, the differences in potential are relatively small (10-404 

20 mV). It can be supposed that the island-like structures are the result of variations in the 405 

properties of the surface oxide film (thickness, composition, electron-hole density and 406 

conductivity) near the dislocations. 407 

 408 

3.5 XPS study of the influence of strain on the passive film 409 



XPS spectra were obtained for unstrained sample and a sample after 20% elongation. The 410 

time between applying the strain and the XPS measurements was rather long; thus, 411 

repassivation of the surface had occurred. Using the model for a Cr2O3/Fe2O3 bilayer, the 412 

total thickness of the passive layer on the unstrained sample was estimated to be 1.65 nm, 413 

with 0.64 +/- 0.13 nm of Cr oxide and 1.01 +/- 0.14 nm of Fe oxide. After straining, a slightly 414 

thicker layer was obtained, with a total thickness of 1.87 nm, corresponding to 0.65 +/- 0.14 415 

nm of Cr oxide and 1.22 +/- 0.04 nm of Fe oxide. These measurements are in agreement with 416 

literature data, which indicate a thickness of the passive film in the range of 1.5-2 nm for a 417 

304L alloy [34]. 418 

The oxygen in the sample was also investigated, and the relative amount of -O2 and -OH 419 

bonding was estimated using peak deconvolution. A representative example of the 420 

deconvolution is given in Figure 16 for the unstrained sample analyzed at 0°. The 421 

concentration was estimated using the area of each peak. 422 

The results are shown in Figure 17. With increasing analysis angle, which results in an 423 

analysis closer to the top surface, the contribution of -OH increased for both the unstrained 424 

and strained samples. Thus, the top layer was most likely enriched with iron hydroxides, such 425 

as FeOOH. Interestingly, the contribution of -OH was systematically higher for the strained 426 

sample and rather stable with respect to analysis angle. The increased amount of -OH groups 427 

close to the interface in the pre-strained steel sample can result from the formation of a less 428 

dense oxide film. XPS analysis showed that the composition of the passive layer was affected 429 

by the plastic deformation, without a strong influence on the thickness of the passive layer. 430 

 431 

4. Discussion 432 

It is important to discuss the links between the potential measured by the SKP technique and 433 

the properties of the steel surface that influence mechanical activation. Equation 3 shows that 434 

the measured potential is proportional to the potential drop of the passive oxide film. 435 

According to the work of N. Sato, the potentials of different metals are proportional to the 436 

thickness of their oxide film [35]. For example, a linear dependence was experimentally 437 

determined for different alloys (e.g., Fe-Ni alloy) over a range of potentials related to the 438 

passivity [36]. Equation 4 shows the link between the potential of a passive metal (𝜑𝑀) and 439 

the corresponding oxide thickness and dielectric constant: 440 

 441 

 𝜑𝐻 =  𝜑𝑀 (1 +
𝐿

𝜕
 

ℰ𝐻

ℰ𝑜𝑥
) -1                                                                   

(Eq. 4), 442 

 443 

where 𝜑𝐻 is the potential drop across the Helmholtz layer of the electrolyte, 𝜑𝑀 is the overall 444 

potential drop of the metal-solution interface, L is the thickness of the oxide film, 𝜕is the 445 

thickness of the Helmholtz layer, and ℰ𝑜𝑥 and ℰ𝐻  are the dielectric constants of the film and 446 

of the Helmholtz layer, respectively [35]. The linear dependence between the SKP-measured 447 

potential and the thickness of the oxide film that grows after grinding of 301LN stainless 448 

steel was determined by SKP in a previous report [29]. XPS shows that the plastic strain does 449 

not significantly influence the composition and thickness of the surface oxide, and we can 450 

assume that the measured potential is proportional to the oxide film thickness. 451 

In this study, SKP and SECM techniques were shown to be able to determine the effects of 452 

the stress on the local electrochemical properties of the steel electrode. SKP was able to 453 



characterize the level of passivity of the AISI 304 steel surface as a function of the strain. 454 

Because plastic deformation creates dislocations (Figure 5) that cross the initial oxide film, 455 

the decrease in the potential was explained by the formation of new surfaces. Indeed, the 456 

emergence of dislocations increases the surface roughness and the real surface area of the 457 

electrode (Table 2). The distribution of the local strain in the gauge section corresponds to the 458 

distribution of the potential (Figures 3 and 4). Thus, we can assume that a potential decrease 459 

corresponds to the dislocation density and depends on the applied stress. Figure 6.a shows 460 

that for a low strain, the potential proportionally decreases, and at higher elongations, the 461 

potential approaches the minimum steady-state value. This is in agreement with the effect of 462 

the strain on the dislocation density [37]. Thus, at low strains, the density of dislocations 463 

proportionally increases, but at high strain, the density is stable due to the interaction and 464 

annihilation of dislocations [37]. The elastic stress does not create dislocations and has no 465 

influence on either the initial potential of the steel surface or the potential of a surface 466 

containing dislocations.  467 

SKP measurements started approximately 5 min after the application of stress. The potential 468 

increased due to passivation of the new surfaces. Extrapolation of the time-dependence 469 

curves (e.g., Figures 7 and 9) to the initial time show that the initial potential is more positive 470 

than the either reversible potential of oxide formation or the flat band potential of the oxide 471 

film (-0.3 V vs. SHE at pH 9.2) [20, 38]. Thus, rapid oxygen adsorption at the active 472 

dislocations and formation of the first layers of the oxide could not have been studied with 473 

the approach used here. The time dependence of the potential follows a logarithmic 474 

regression curve (Figure 7, Table 3). Deviation of the potential (Figure 7) from the basic 475 

logarithmic dependence was mainly observed at the beginning of the passivation process. 476 

Exposure to air of the pre-ground surface also increased the potential due to passivation 477 

(Figure 10). It is possible that the passivation kinetics can be described by the high-field Mot-478 

Cabrera model for oxide film growth, whereas surface grinding may mimic the formation of 479 

new surfaces due to strain. 480 

Plastic deformation creates “active” surfaces that accelerate the electron transfer and 481 

efficiency of the cathodic reduction of the oxidizer (mediator) in the SECM experiments. Due 482 

to surface passivation, the reduction currents decreased during exposure to the electrolyte 483 

(Figure 13). However, this process takes a relatively long time. These findings are in 484 

agreement with the study of G.T. Burstein [39], which determined that newly formed surfaces 485 

accelerate the water reduction and hydrogen evolution reactions. The subsequent decay of the 486 

cathodic current over time is relatively small, and the new surfaces remain catalytically active 487 

towards hydrogen evolution [39]. The SKP measurements in air correspond to the OCP 488 

measurements in a passivating aqueous electrolyte using a reversible reference electrode 489 

(Figure 11). Transient of OCP also show that passivation of a strained surface takes a long 490 

time. The difference in potentials between the stressed and stress-free areas promotes 491 

galvanic corrosion of the anodic locations that contain residual stress. 492 

Different studies have interpreted the stress-induced acceleration of corrosion and anodic 493 

dissolution from the point of view of the mechano-electrochemical effect introduced by E. 494 

Gutman [8, 9]. This theory explains the acceleration of anodic dissolution from a 495 

thermodynamic perspective. The equilibrium potential of the metal is more negative than 𝛥𝜑 496 

(in volts) for an excess external pressure (𝛥𝑃): 497 

 498 

𝛥𝜑 = − 
𝛥𝑃𝑉

𝑧𝐹
                                                                (Eq. 5), 499 

 500 

where V is the molar volume of the metal, z is the valence of the metal ion, and F is the 501 

Faraday constant. Thus, an increase in the external pressure (𝛥𝑃 > 0) accelerates the metal 502 



dissolution rate. However, thermodynamic analysis [40] showed that the change in free 503 

energy due to elastic deformation is insufficient to significantly alter the active dissolution 504 

rate. Moreover, SKP measurements of the effect of the elastic tensile stress do not show a 505 

shift in the electrochemical potential of the AISI 304 electrode (Figures 3 and 8). However, it 506 

is worth to note that the effect was studied for well passivating alloy and in passive 507 

conditions. Perhaps this point cannot be directly applicable to systems corroding under 508 

activation control.  509 

For the stress corrosion cracking mechanism, the important question concerns the impact of 510 

the elastic stress on the kinetics of passivation and the general reactivity of the strained 511 

surface. Figure 9 shows that the kinetics of oxide growth either under loading or at rest are 512 

similar. However, the properties of the oxide films formed under different conditions, such as 513 

film homogeneity and composition, were not determined in particular work. 514 

Internal stress created by cold work changes the corrosion properties of metal surfaces. The 515 

steel incorporates the internal stress and back stress due to the interaction of the dislocations 516 

with the grain boundaries [22, 24]. Concerning the oxide film, the deformation increases the 517 

doped charge density (concentration of donors and acceptors) in the passive films of stainless 518 

steels [18-20, 41]. For pure iron, dislocations exposed to the iron surface increase the number 519 

of donors, resulting in a highly defective passive film [42]. In this particular study, after 520 

tensile straining and repassivation, SKP showed that the surface of the AISI 304 steel did not 521 

return to the initial level of passivity and that the potential was 30 mV lower than that of the 522 

unstrained reference area (Figure 14.a). It is important to note that, after removing the oxide 523 

film by grinding, repassivation creates a new oxide film that exhibits a lower potential drop in 524 

the regions with residual stress (Figure 14.b). Figure 15 shows that residual stress creates 525 

macroscale areas with non-uniform distributions of the potential and SECM current. In 526 

general, the electron transfer rate across the strained areas is higher relative to that of the 527 

initial reference surface (Figure 15). Thus, residual stress due to the formation of a 528 

dislocation field modifies the oxide film and increases the surface reactivity, which shows 529 

localization on the microscale. 530 

 531 

4. Conclusions: 532 

1. The effect of tensile stress on the electrochemical potential of 304 stainless steel was 533 

studied in air using SKP. The effect of elastic stress on the electrochemical potential of the 534 

steel electrode was not found. The plastic stress decreased the potential of the AISI 304 steel 535 

by 150-200 mV. This was ascribed to breaks in the passive film due to the emergence of 536 

dislocations and the formation of new active surfaces. 537 

2. After passivity breakdown, the potential increases due to the formation of a new oxide film 538 

and passivation. The growth of the oxide layer is a long-term process. Stabilization of the 539 

potential proceeds after 24 h of exposure to air. The elastic tensile stress does not influence 540 

the rate of passivation. During passivation, the potential showed a logarithmic dependence 541 

that may be the result of oxide growth according the field assisted ion migration mechanism. 542 

3. Monitoring of the open circuit potential after plastic deformation in an aqueous electrolyte 543 

showed that the passivation rate is similar to that measured in air. SECM was shown to be an 544 

efficient method for monitoring the passivation in an electrolyte as a function of the level of 545 

applied tensile strain. Newly formed surfaces showed long-term activity and an increased rate 546 

of electron transfer across the growing oxide film. Thus, long-term galvanic couples 547 

consisting of anodic ruptured areas and the surrounding cathodic surfaces will lead to 548 

corrosion at the stress location. 549 



4. After passivation, the locations containing internal tensile stress show a lower potential 550 

relative to that of the reference surface due to the formation of more defects in the oxide film. 551 

The areas containing residual stress show a non-uniform potential distribution and 552 

accelerated electron transfer across the oxide film, which can lead to the development of local 553 

corrosion. XPS studies show that oxide films formed on plastically deformed steel have a less 554 

dense structure and an increased density of hydroxide groups than those of other oxide films. 555 

 556 
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 675 

Table 1: Composition of the austenitic AISI 304L steel used in this study (wt. %). 676 

C(%) Si(%) Mn(%) P(%) S(%) Cr(%) Ni(%) 

Max 

0.03 0.6 1.5 Max 0.045 

Max 

0.03 18.5 9.5 

 677 

Table 2: Data of the 3D-optical topography profiling for the samples with residual 678 

stress. 679 

Sample State pre-treatment Roughness 

(Ra in nm) 

Reference Fine polishing (1µm)  51 

10% tensile Fine polishing (1µm) + tensile strain at 

10% 

840 

30% tensile Fine polishing (1µm) + tensile strain at 

30% 

1680 

 680 



681 

682 

683 

684 

Table 3: Regression dependence (= A log (t) +const.) for steel passivation after 685 

stress, and the R-regression coefficient. 686 

strain A R 

0% 0.033 0.97 abraded electrode 

8% 0.014 0.887 under load 

10% 0.03 0.965 
Under load in aqueous 

electrolyte 

15% 0.023 0.97 Under load 

20% 0.036 0.946 under load 

20% 0.033 0.956 unloaded 

30% 0.036 0.95 Under loaded 
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Captions of the Figures: 

Figure 1: Microstructure of the AISI 304L alloy. 

Figure 2: A schematic of the tensile samples (a), the relation between stress, load and strain 

(b) and the calculated plastic strain distribution in the gauge section for a displacement of 6 
mm (c). Inset in Figure 2.b shows zoom for low strain part of the curve.

Figure 3: The potential distribution along the gauge section with a 3% elongation load. a, b- 

samples under loading, a- 20 min after application of stress, b - 5 h after application of 

stress, c - samples from (b) measured after unloading, d – after resting for 24 h after 

unloading. Additionally, the inset in (a) shows the potential distribution and modeled 

distribution of the plastic strain across the gauge section for 3% elongation. 

Figure 4: Potential distribution across the gauge section under a 20% elongation strain (a) 

after unloading and (b) after unloading and 24 h of exposure in air. 

Figure 5: Potential distributions (a, c) measured in the center of the gauge section after the 

application of stress and topography of the surfaces (b, d). a, b -12% elongation; c, d- 20% 

elongation. The potential was mapped under loading in air at 60% RH, and the topography 

was measured using an optical profilometer without an external load. 

Figure 6: Effect of the plastic strain on the potential (a). Monitoring of the steel potential 

under different loads in air at 60% RH (b). 

Figure 7: The potential monitored in the center of the tensile sample under load and applied 

strains of 8%, 15% and 20%. A logarithmic regression line fits the curve of 15% strain. 

Figure 8: Potential measured by SKP of the pre-strained surface (20% deformation) under 

load (a) and at rest 0 kN (b). The measurements were carried out 5 h after application of the 

load. 711 



Figure 9: Monitoring of the potential in the gauge section after application of a 20% strain. 712 
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a- curves measured under the loaded and unloaded conditions with linear regression lines. b-
Potential monitoring of two different samples. Curve 1 was measured before loading, curves 
2 and 3 were measured after application of the plastic strain. The measurement was carried 
out under loading (curve 3) and at rest (curve 2).

Figure 10: Monitoring of the electrochemical potential for an unloaded tensile sample after 

straining (15% elongation) and for a sample after grinding (4000 grit emery paper). 

Figure 11: Influence of the tensile strain on the OCP monitored after loading in an aqueous 

0.5 M Na2 SO4 electrolyte. a- two cycles of 10% of plastic strain (εp); b- plastic strain of 20%. 

Figure 12: SECM approach curves in 0.5 M Na2SO4 + 10 mM K3(Fe(CN)6) measured at 

different times after the application of strain a- 5% and b- 8% . 

Figure 13: The local currents for the reduction of the mediator 10 mM K3(Fe(CN)6) vs. time 

of exposure to the electrolyte after the application of stress. The tensile sample was strained 

to 5% (curve 2) and 8% (curve 1) of the total strain. 

Figure 14: Potential distribution across the sample surface with 20% elongation and 

exposure to dry air for 2 weeks (a) and the same sample after grinding and exposure to dry 

air for 2 weeks (b). 

Figure 15: Maps of the distribution of the SECM current probe in a 0.5 M Na2SO4 electrolyte 

(a,c,e) and SKP maps (b, d, f) of the pre-strained samples a, b- 0%, c, d - 20% and e, f- 30% 

strain. 

Figure 16: Example of a de-convoluted oxygen peak used to evaluate the contributions of O 

(~529.5 eV), -OH (~531.3 eV) and H2O (~532.8 eV). 

Figure 17. Changes in the relative contributions of O and -OH bonds with changing of 

analysis angle for the unstrained (left) and strained (right) samples. 735 

736 
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